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President’s Message

“  Some lost all, some lost some, and most were set back on their heels.”
By Bob Gruszecki   

he last few months 
have certainly been a 

challenge for all of us.
The Coronavirus health 

emergency has altered our 
day-to-day lives and our op-
erations at AHEIA, and has 
resulted in many changes 
as we adapted to do our 
part to flatten the curve. 
One thing that became 
abundantly clear to me was 

that we are in the “same storm together—per-
haps in different boats, but the weather was the 
same for all of us!” Some lost all, some lost some, 
and most were set back on their heels. AHEIA 
and our cause was and is certainly no exception.

We took steps early on to ensure we did our 
part to ensure our primary concern for safety of 
our volunteers, customers and staff. We hope 
that you have stayed healthy and safe, and we 
send our well wishes to those who have been 
impacted by the virus.

Although we closed our public facili-
ties and had to postpone or cancel 
some events, we have been able 
to keep our staff employed, 
with most working remotely, 
while skeleton crews work at 
our Calgary and Edmonton 
offices, as well as the Cal-
gary Firearms Centre and our 
Alford Lake facility. Even with 
our socially distanced staff, 
we have been busy staying 
connected with the AHEIA
community, offering online pro-
grams and developing new 
educational resources for
the public. 

Bob Gruszecki
President - AHEIA

Our newest initiative is a series of free online 
workbooks and videos which provide education 
and fun activities on a number of topics, includ-
ing building your own survival kit, fly tying, tick 
awareness and safety, and a wildlife workbook 
for children, to highlight a few. The O.W.L. (Out-
door Wildlife Learning) Series has been wildly 
popular, providing options for parents, teachers 
and outdoor enthusiasts interested in learning 
new skills while facing the challenges of staying 
home and social distancing. 

The Hunter Education program, a cornerstone of 
our online programming options, has also been 
in demand these past months, due to the stay-
at-home directives. The course provides training 
on safe hunting practices as well as conservation 
of our natural resources, resulting in certification 
to those who successfully complete the program 
which is a Provincial requirement for all first-time 
hunters in Alberta. This program is often offered 
in schools and this year teachers have utilized it 
in their virtual classrooms, with much success. 

Earlier this spring we decided to assist with 
things to do for those shut in due to the pan-
demic, by offering our Alberta Fishing Education 
Program free of charge for a limited time. Literally 
thousands of people have taken advantage of 
this offering to learn about angling in the pristine 
lakes and streams of Alberta. The program is still 
free and available to you through our website, 
aheia.com. Many thanks to the many people 
who have sent us appreciative comments for 
providing this option during your quarantines. It 
is a perfect time to discover and learn about this 
enjoyable activity while the Alberta wilderness is 
slowly opened for recreational use.

As the government begins to loosen restrictions 
and begin their re-launch strategy, we are cau-
tiously moving forward with the reopening of our 
facilities. The first to open is the Calgary Firearms 
Centre, which is available to members only at this 
time and who must call ahead to be booked onto 
a field. As you can imagine, the social distancing, 
cleaning and sanitizing procedures necessary 
in operating a safe facility are overwhelming, 
and through opening in a limited capacity we 
are doing our part to help reduce the spread 
of the pandemic. We appreciate your compli-
ance and understanding, and are hopeful that 
we can accommodate public bookings sooner 
rather than later.

Although the Calgary and Edmonton offices are 
still closed to public access, our staff are avail-

able to receive telephone 
calls and emails to an-

swer any questions
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President’s Message  cont.

you may have with regards to our programs 
and plans. We operate both centres and offer 
curbside service for materials and course train-
ing aids. The Alford Lake Conservation Centre 
for Excellence also remains closed to the pub-
lic and bookings are not available at this time. 
Understandably, social distancing at a camp 
with shared cabins and facilities would be an 
extremely difficult endeavour, however, when 
restrictions are lessened and we can safely offer 
events and workshops, we will inform the public 
through our social media resources.

AHEIA Instructors are now being allowed to of-
fer the Canadian Firearms Safety Course (CFSC) 
and the Canadian Restricted Firearms Safety 
Course (CRFSC) to a limited number of students 
in each class. We have asked our instructors to 
adhere to the restrictions implemented by the 
public health authorities, and although AHEIA is 
not offering classes at our facilities at this time, 
there are instructors throughout the province 
who are available to teach them. A list of quali-
fied instructors and their contact information is 
available on our website, or call our Calgary or 
Edmonton offices to be placed on a wait list and 
you will be contacted when AHEIA once again 
can offer the courses at our locations.

As we continue to cope with the implications of 
the Coronavirus pandemic, our purpose remains 
unchanging. We will continue to be stewards of 
Alberta’s fish and wildlife while providing educa-
tional programming, training the next generation 
of conservationists to be both responsible and 
ethical. If you care to show your support of our 
efforts, please consider purchasing tickets for 
any of our fundraising raffles or making a cash 
donation to our organization. We have all been 
financially affected by the downturn in our econ-
omy, and as a non-profit we depend upon grants 
and donations to keep our doors open, so to 
speak. Let’s continue to move forward cautiously 
and come through this crisis stronger, together.

As the changes to the restrictions imposed by 
the health authorities change on a regular basis, 

please stay in touch with us through any of our 
social media channels or call our centres. We are 
happy to hear your voices and we look forward 
to seeing all of you again very soon as Alberta 
moves forward on the re-launch of regular ac-
tivities.

In the meantime, please stay vigilant, take care of 
yourselves and each other.

Yours in conservation.

Bob Gruszecki
President
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INSTRUCTORINSTRUCTOR
SHIRTSSHIRTS

Cotton or Polyester. 
Available in a variety of sizes.

$$4040 +
GST

AHEIA NAME TAGSAHEIA NAME TAGS

$$1515 +
GST

Contact  us today!
AHEIA CALGARY 1.866.852.4342 • AHEIA EDMONTON 1.866.282.4342

AHEIA INSTRUCTORSAHEIA INSTRUCTORS
Exclusive

Update Regarding the
COVID-19 Pandemic

In light of the Global COVID-19 Pandemic,
AHEIA may be forced to postpone

or change the dates of our programs and events.

Please check with us to confirm any of the program
or seminar details you see in this magazine.

Front Cover Photo courtesy Shutterstock
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By John Morrissey      

t has been an interest-
ing spring within the fire-

arms education communi-
ty and AHEIA. With the

COVID-19 protocols it was
recommended the CFSC/
CRFSC be put on hold un-
til the “curve” flattened. The 
Canadian Firearms Program 
also postponed reviewing 
new applications for Pos-
session and Acquisition Li-
cences during this time of 

self-isolation. This, admittedly, did cause some 
hardship to instructors as well as potential stu-
dents of the CFSC/CRFSC program. By the time 
this report is published, we should be back on 
track with the program, at least on a limited ba-
sis, with smaller class sizes, social distancing and 
sanitation protocols of the deactivated training 
firearms. As instructors of the CFSC/CRFSC we 
have been through a real-life example of what 
“Social Responsibilities” (Module 10 Canadian 
Firearms Safety Course) looks like. Given the 
number of phone calls and emails I have received 
regarding courses, I expect the summer and fall 
training period will be a busy one.

On a more controversial topic, on May 1 of this 
year, the Government of Canada, by Order in 
Council, amended the Firearms Act to add pro-
hibitions of a number of firearms and devices. 

John Morrissey
Firearms Education 

Coordinator
AHEIA

These include:

• M16, AR-10, AR-15 rifles and M-4 carbine;
• Ruger Min-14 rifle;
• M14 rifle;
• Vz 58 rifle;
• Robinson Arms XCR rifle;
• CZ Scorpion EVO 3 carbine and rifle;
• Beretta CX4 Strom carbine;
• SIG Sauer SIG MCX and SIG Sauer SIG MPX 

carbine and rifle;
• Swiss Arms Classic Green and Four Seasons 

series carbines and rifles (as specified in for-
mer Bill C-71).

As well, firearms with the following characteris-
tics are prohibited:

• Capable of discharging a projectile with a 
muzzle energy greater than 10,000 joules;

• A bore of 20 mm of greater.

Upper receivers of the M16, AR-15 and M4 pat-
tern firearms are also now prohibited devices.

Although this is effective as of May 1, 2020, 
owners have an amnesty period of two years to 
deal with their firearms or devices. 

For a more detailed account of the new regula-
tions please see:

https://www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/en/firearms/need-
know-the-government-canadas-new-prohibi-
tion-certain-firearms-and-devices

The full text of the amendment may be found in 
the Canada Gazette:

“  By the time this report is published, we should be back on track with the program, at least on a limited basis ...”
http://canadagazette.gc.ca/rp-pr/p2/2020/2020-
05-01-x3/pdf/g2-154x3.pdf

As instructors of the CFSC/CRFSC, and as fire-
arms owners in general, please read the new reg-
ulations to familiarize yourself with them as there 
will be multiple questions from your students. 

In closing, remember in the busy times to slow 
down and stop and smell the roses. Have a good 
summer, and should you have a question of con-
cern, please contact our Calgary or Edmonton 
office.

SUMMER FUN

Firearms Education Report

CALGARY FIREARMS CENTRE
GIFT CERTIFICATESGIFT CERTIFICATES
ARE AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE
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Gift certificates can be used for:

• Rounds • Coaching
• Ammunition • Firearms Rental
• Merchandise • Firearms Purchase
Please call our Calgary office as gift certificates
are issued from our head office:

403.252.8474403.252.8474
Gift certificates can be picked up in Calgary,
at the Calgary Firearms Centre, or mailed.
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Potential Sessions Available:
• Advanced Hunting - Big Game Animals

• Advanced Hunting - Waterfowl

• Archery

• Building Your Own Survival Bracelet and
• Learning How to Use it

• Canoeing

• Chainsaw Basics

• Crossbows - Getting Started

• Firearms Basics - Guns, Guns, Guns

• Knife and Axe Sharpening

• Leather Footwear Making

• Predator Awareness -
• Preventing Conflicts with Carnivores

• Wilderness Survival - Basic

EveningEvening
& Special& Special
Events!Events!

Alford Lake Olympics

Arrow Making

Evening Camp Fire

Fishing and Canoeing

Game Calling 101

Hunting Regulations

Nature Power Walk

Rope Making

Week-long Raffles
and

Silent Auctions

To be placed on our notification list for registration, email info@aheia.com

403-252-8474 • 1-866-852-4342

• Advanced Shotgun

• Fly Fishing

• Fly Tying

• Gun Cleaning

• Handguns

• Knot Making

• Let’s Go Bowhunting

• Photography Outdoors

• Sausage Making

• Skull Cleaning

• The Real Mantracker

• The Science of Fishing

• Trailering

• Wilderness Cuisine

• Wildlife Identification

• Wood Carving
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August 5-9, 2020

Outdoor Women’s Program
27th Annual27th Annual

And possibly many more!And possibly many more!

Edmonton Report

“  Hopefully things will start to return to some semblance of normality with what we used to enoy and take for granted.”
On May 6, 2020 AHEIA President Robert 
Gruszecki released a memorandum regarding 
the re-start of teaching the CFSC and CRFSC 
once again. The memorandum also indicated 
that AHEIA will not be booking out Deactivated 
Firearms kits at this time due to the high risk of 
virus transmission on metal surfaces. I have re-
ceived numerous calls regarding this and would 
just like to remind you that you are able to utilize 
your own personal firearms for your courses. The 
only stipulation is that they MUST be disabled. 
The minimum standard is the complete removal 
of the firing pin to render them inoperable. Please 
remember that “live” firearms can NOT be used 
during any firearms courses, handling or testing. 

By Len Gransch     

ll those who are tired 
of the COVID-19 virus 
raise your hand!

It seems like things are start-
ing to improve and that the 
Alberta Government is do-
ing its best at safely open-
ing up. Hopefully things 
will start to return to some 
semblance of normality with 
what we used to enjoy and 
take for granted. We will still 

need to remain vigilante and take precautions. 

It was a very difficult decision we had to make 
when we recently cancelled our 2020 Youth 
Hunter Education Camps. The ultimate goal was 
to make certain that our participants, volunteers 
and staff remain safe. During my phone conver-
sations with the parents it was very evident that, 
even though they did not like having the camps 
cancelled, they agreed with the decision. 

We hope to have the 2021 Youth Hunter Edu-
cation Camp registration forms available in the 
near future. Look for it on our new and improved 
website www.aheia.com or email us at edmon-
toninfo@aheia.com and we will place you on our 
notification list. The 2021 camps will run July 
4-9, July 11-16, July 18-23 and July 25-30. Our 
camps still remain very popular, so I always en-
courage anyone who is interested to register as 
soon as possible to avoid any disappointment.

Due to the ever-present COVID-19 threat we 
were forced to cancel our Seventh Annual Spring 
Fling fundraising banquet. Please mark June 3, 
2021 on your calendars. We will be holding our 
next Spring Fling Banquet in Edmonton at the 
Silvermoon Banquets on that day. Same location 
as in previous years. For more information please 
contact me directly at len@aheia.com.

2.5.4. An instructor is authorized to utilize the 
assistance of a proctor to assist in the set-up of 
a room for a course or test, administering the 
course report and test paperwork, supervising 
a test room to ensure fairness during the written 
CFSC/CRFSC test and scoring written tests. 

2.5.5. A proctor is not authorized to answer 
any student questions related to the written tests 
before, during or after the test, or assist, moni-
tor, supervise, or answer any student question 
related to a practical firearm test. 

2.5.6. A proctor assisting an instructor in the 
set-up of firearms for instruction or a practical test 
must possess a valid non-restricted PAL for the 
CFSC and a valid restricted PAL for the CRFSC. 

2.5.7. An instructor is responsible for the con-
duct and actions of a proctor during a CFSC/
CRFSC or test. A violation of this agreement by 
a proctor must be reported within five business 
days to the CFO or Delivery Agent by the in-
structor employing the proctor. 

2.5.8. No compensation for the proctor will be 
incorporated in to the CFSC/CRFSC course costs. 

Should you have any questions on the Proc-
tor program please contact John Morrissey at 
john@aheia.com or myself at len@aheia.com for 
assistance. Utilizing a Proctor can be a very valu-
able asset.

With the pandemic lockdown it has become 
excessively difficult for new volunteers to start 
getting involved. Nonetheless, we continue to 
look for volunteer support for all of our courses, 
camps, events, etc., as well as with our day-to-
day office workings. Please consider becoming 
part of something greater and, if interested, 
please let me know. 

Take care and enjoy
the Great Outdoors.

Len Gransch
Program Coordinator

AHEIA
Red Deer - North

There also seems to be some confusion as to 
what the role of a Proctor really is. Below is an 
excerpt from the 2017 Safety Course Standards 
each instructor had to sign to utilize Proctors:

2.5.1. Only designated instructors shall be in-
volved in the delivery and administration of the 
CFSC and CRFSC except under these circum-
stances;

2.5.2. Prior to an instructor utilizing the proctors’ 
assistance, an instructor will submit a proctor ap-
plication to the CFO for review and approval. 

2.5.3. Prior to an instructor utilizing the proc-
tors’ assistance, the potential proctor will un-
dergo a Vulnerable Sector check and a Criminal 
Records check and provide them to the CFO or 
Delivery Agent. 

“  ...we continue to look for ”volunteer support for all our
courses, camps, events, etc.,

as well as with our
day-to-day office workings. ”

Would you like to subscribe?
Email: info@aheia.com
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PROGRAMS
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For further details on any of these courses, contact:

 CALGARY AHEIA OFFICE EDMONTON AHEIA OFFICE
 911 Sylvester Cres. SW, Calgary, AB T2W 0R8 #88, 4003 - 98 St., Edmonton, AB T6E 6M8
 Telephone 403.252.8474 • Fax 403.252.3770 Telephone 780.466.6682 • Fax 780.431.2871
 Toll Free 1.866.852.4342 • info@aheia.com Toll Free 1.866.282.4342 • edmontoninfo@aheia.com

www.aheia.com

AHEIA works in cooperation
with several Alberta Government departments to deliver

these quality programs to you and your family: 

ALBERTA CONSERVATION AND HUNTER EDUCATION
CANADIAN FIREARMS SAFETY COURSE
PLEASURE CRAFT OPERATOR TRAINING

ALBERTA FISHING EDUCATION PROGRAM
FIRST TIME HUNTER MENTOR PROGRAM

HOME STUDY PROGRAM
OUTDOOR CAMP PROGRAMS

OUTDOOR WOMEN’S PROGRAM
OUTDOOR YOUTH SEMINAR

WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES SEMINARS
NATIONAL ARCHERY IN THE SCHOOLS PROGRAM

KIDWISE FIREARM SAFETY PROGRAM
INTERNATIONAL BOWHUNTER EDUCATION PROGRAM

BEAR ESSENTIALS ONLINE PROGRAM
BIGHORN SHEEP ESSENTIALS ONLINE PROGRAM

ARCHERY ESSENTIALS ONLINE PROGRAM
FIELD TECHNIQUES APP



Trail Cameras for
Beginners

“It is always a treat to get a picture of something new or that you had no idea was in the area.”

By Brad Scheidl   

couting for big game
can be done for many
different reasons. It

Brad Scheidl
Assistant Conservation
Education Coordinator

AHEIA Red Deer - South

can be a hobby, a means 
to a better hunting season, 
a recreational activity, an 
obsession, or any combina-
tion of these. Scouting can 
look different to everyone, 
from having boots on the 
ground to using technology. 
I am a big fan of trail cam-
eras, and find it interesting 

and exciting to check them on a regular basis to 
see what animals happen to pass. Trail cameras 
can be a fun hobby on their own or a means 
to enhance our hunting experience, plus it is an 
excuse to be out of the house and in the field.

Motion sensor activated cameras have been 
around for a few years now and before that 
there were devices to count animals on a trail. 
As camera and computer technology advances, 
so does the technology of trail cameras. With 
better quality cameras, sensors, memory cards, 
and lighting technology comes smaller, easier to 
use, faster reaction time cameras providing high 
quality images of whatever happens to walk by. 
Trail cameras are a great resource to use while 
scouting for big game as they are active 24/7, 
where as when we go scouting we are only 
there for a short time. In addition we can have 
multiple cameras setup over a large area.  

The Camera
Digital cameras are measured in megapixels, 
which generally equates into the quality of the 
picture. High megapixel cameras will have high-
er quality pictures, but the pictures will also be 

a larger file size on the memory card once they 
have been taken. With a standard digital cam-
era this is not an issue as, if the memory card 
is full, we can swap out the card immediately. 
With a trail camera it will typically be sitting out 
in the field, which is not as easily accessible and 
checked as often, and a full card could mean 
missed pictures of animals.

Trail cameras will vary in price based on the qual-
ity of the camera as well as the options available. 
Some options to consider are video capability, 
maximum SD card size, sensor detection dis-
tance and width, and flash type. Many of the 
new cameras can take videos as well as pictures. 
The videos will typically be adjustable in length or 
around 30 seconds long if not adjustable. Videos 
can be a great way to see the behaviour of the 
animals as they pass by the camera. Maximum 
SD, or memory card size, will vary from camera 

to camera. It is a good thing to check for when 
looking for a new camera as, if it can only handle 
small SD cards, then that will limit the number of 
pictures captured. Sensor distance and width is 
relevant when setting up the camera as to how 
far the sensor will pick up movement to trigger 
the camera to activate.

Flash type can help when the camera is activat-
ed at night. There are three common flash types: 
bulb flash, infrared flash or blacked out infrared 
flash. With a bulb flash, it will flash like a regular 
camera flash. At night it may startle animals, but 
will also provide a colour image at night. Infrared 
flash will take a black and white photo at night 
and it will not have the bright flash, but rather it 
will glow red. Blacked out infrared flash will have 
a filter covering the infrared lights and at night it 
will take a black and white image with no exter-
nally visible light. If you are planning on putting 
trail cameras out on public land, then infrared or 
blacked out infrared would be a good idea.

Components
There are very few components needed to get 
started and put out a trail camera. There is a SD 
card, a device to read the SD cards, batteries, 
and a strap to attach the camera to the tree.  
The size of SD card will be determined by the 
maximum size that will work in the camera. For 
a 16MP camera with a 32GB SD card you will 
be able to store approximately 2,000 images, 
whereas an 8MP camera taking lower quality 
pictures can put approximately 8,000-10,000 
pictures on the same card. It is a balancing act 
between having enough room for the pictures 
and wanting the highest quality images. There 
are also cameras out there capable of sending 
the photos to your phone or email as they are 
taken, and they will need to be registered onto 
a network to have access to send the photos.

Batteries will be specifically sized to the camera 
you have. There are a variety of types used, from 
AA to C or D cell batteries. Another thing to con-
sider when looking at cameras is where they will 
be placed. If you are hiking any distance into an 
area you might want a trail camera that takes AA 
batteries, as they are lighter to carry. Consider 
using Nimh rechargeable batteries, as they will 
save you money in the long run. Having two sets 
for the camera means you can charge one set 
while the camera is in the field taking pictures 
using the other set.

Camera Set Up
Some trail cameras will have different options with 
regards to the settings for pictures. Experiment 
with different settings to see what they do be-
fore you put the camera out in the field. Options 
that may be available are burst mode where the 
camera may take multiple photos at a time, and 

photo delay or video delay where it will determine 
the time the camera will wait until it is ready to 
activate next. Some cameras will also have a time 
lapse mode where you can set the time interval 
and the camera will take a picture at those times 
continually. This is a good mode if you want to 
watch wildlife movement in a large field.

Placement
Placing the trail camera in a high movement area 
will result in the most photos. Also, consider areas 
where the wildlife will congregate, such as mineral 
licks, scrapes, or trail crossings. You may get more 
pictures having the camera on a well used trail 
going to a feeding area, rather than trying to cover 
the entire feeding area with camera coverage.

The camera should be placed at about waist to 
chest height and angled down just a slight bit.  
Once you have the position set, you will need to 
attach it to a tree or post and most cameras will 
come with attaching straps. If setting the camera 
on public land, I would highly advise locking the 
camera to the tree with a cable lock or with a 
locking housing. Once the camera is attached to 
the tree, remove any vegetation that is directly 
in front of the camera, which will stop getting 
thousands of pictures of a blade of grass or twig 
blowing in the wind! Now check the camera de-
tection range. Most cameras will show a light in 
set-up mode so you can tell if the camera is de-
tecting movement where you are standing.

Reviewing the Photos
Once the camera has sat out in the field for a 
period, it is time to go check the SD card and 
see if there are any photos of wildlife! Reviewing 
the pictures can be done on any device that can 
read a SD card. There are adaptors that attach to 
tablets, cell phones, or a small, light laptop that 
fits into a backpack. Look through the photos 
that are on the camera and decide if there was 
enough movement in the area given the amount 
of time that the camera was out. I will typically 
leave a camera in the field for two to four weeks, 
depending on the area and time needed to get 
to the camera. Once you review the photos, then 
you will be able to make the decision to put the 
camera back out or to move locations, angles, 
remove a twig or grass, or anything that will 
make your camera more productive for you.

It is always a treat to get a picture of something 
new or that you had no idea was in the area. 
Sometimes it can be surprising seeing what ani-
mals are moving around. Seeing a bear on your 
camera minutes after it you set it up and left the 
area can be a hair-raising experience. Experi-
ment and gain a new perspective on the wildlife 
in your area.

Stay safe and have fun!

“  Some options to consider are video capability, ”maximum SD card size, sensor detection distance and width,

“  and flash type. ”

“  ... consider areas where the wildlife will congregate, such as ”“  mineral licks, scrapes, or trail crossings. ”
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Raffle Winners

2020 Beretta
Pistol Package Raffle

Drawn Friday, May 8, 2020
at the Calgary Conservation

Education Centre for Excellence.

Licence #549686. 2000 tickets printed.

Ticket #237
is the winner of a

Beretta APX 9mm 4.25" barrel
semi-auto pistol with accessories.

2020 Specialty
Rifle Raffle

Drawn Monday, May 4, 2020
at the Calgary Conservation

Education Centre for Excellence.

Licence #549582. 2000 tickets printed.

Ticket #504
is the winner of a

Chapuis Rols Classic .30-06 rifle.

2020 3 Gun Raffle II
Drawn Tuesday, April 14, 2020

at the Calgary Conservation
Education Centre for Excellence.

Licence #549740. 5000 tickets printed.

Prize 1:

Ticket #2475
is the winner of a Winchester XPR

Hunter 6.5 Creedmoor rifle.

Prize 2:

Ticket #2094
is the winner of a Winchester Super X

12ga. pump action shotgun.

Prize 3:

Ticket #2277
is the winner of a Stoeger .410

side by side shotgun.

✦

✦
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AHEIA IS NOW SELLING

VORTEX
OPTICS

VORTEX OPTICS
VIP WARRANTY
AN UNCONDITIONAL
PROMISE TO YOU.

Vortex will repair or replace the product.
Absolutely free —no matter the cause.

➤ UNLIMITED
➤ UNCONDITIONAL
➤ LIFETIME WARRANTY

Note: The VIP Warranty does not cover loss, theft,
deliberate damage or cosmetic damage

that does not hinder the performance of the product.

Contact us today for more information:

AHEIA CALGARY

1-866-852-4342
AHEIA EDMONTON

1-866-282-4342
www.aheia.com



AHEIA FUNDRAISING RAFFLES

Edmonton Conservation Education Centre for Excellence
#88, 4003 - 98 Street, Edmonton, Alberta T6E 6M8

780.466.6682 • 1.866.282.4342
edmontoninfo@aheia.com

Calgary Conservation Education Centre for Excellence
911 Sylvester Crescent SW, Calgary, Alberta T2W 0R8

403.252.8474 • 1.866.852.4342
info@aheia.com

VISIT, CALL or EMAIL OUR OFFICES TO PURCHASE TICKETS!
You are not required to be present to be eligible to win.

Retail Value: $8720.00

Browning Classic Trap 12ga.
Unsingle Combo Break Action Shotgun

Double and unsingle barrels, grey laminated Monte Carlo stock,
c/w right hand palm swell, adjustable comb,

4 extended choke tubes, triple trigger system with 3 trigger shoes. 
Ventilated trap recoil pad, modified semi-beavertail forearm

with finger grooves.
Barrel length 30"/34", 23/4" chamber,

adjustable trigger LOP c/w hard
canvas and leather fitted case.

Draw Date: Saturday, July 18, 2020
Calgary Firearms Centre

License #550079 • 3000 Tickets Printed

CLAY TARGET SHOTGUNVORTEX OPTICS PACKAGE

Draw Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020
Alford Lake Conservation Centre for Excellence

License #550094 • 6000 Tickets Printed

Vortex Razor HD 10x42 Binoculars
Vortex Ranger 1800 Rangefinder

Fog Free Lens Cleaning Kit
Bino Buddy Carrying System

Total Value: $2800.00

$2
each

Tickets

$5
each

Tickets

Retail Value:
$4089.50Benelli 828U

12ga. Over/Under Shotgun
c/w Nickel finish receiver, 28" barrels, 5 chokes,

AA Grade satin walnut stock, fibre optic front sight,
custom fitted hard case, 3" chamber.

Draw Date: Friday, August 14, 2020
Calgary Conservation Education Centre for Excellence

License #549766 • 3000 Tickets Printed

SPECIALTY SHOTGUN

$5
each

Tickets
Retail Value:

$1250.00

1st Prize:
Tikka T3 Compact Lite .22-250 Rifle

22" barrel, synthetic stock, low-angled grip,
improved recoil pad to reduce felt recoil, c/w Burris Droptine

3x-9x-40mm Ballistic Plex matte black scope with rings & bases.

Draw Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020
Alford Lake Conservation Centre for Excellence

License #550255 • 5000 Tickets Printed

VARMINT/TARGET RIFLE

Retail Value:
$1010.002nd Prize:

Browning .22 Lever Action Rifle
BL 22 Model, Grade 1 satin nickel receiver, 20" barrel,

15 L.R. magazine capacity, walnut stock.

$2
each

Tickets

Retail Value:
$2900.00Browning Cynergy

Wicked Wing 12ga. Over/Under Shotgun
Bronze Cerakote barrels/receiver, 3.5", 28" barrels, 3 extended 
chokes, adjustable comb, fully chromed bores, front ivory bead.

Draw Date: Sunday, September 13, 2020
Calgary Firearms Centre

License #549819 • 1000 Tickets Printed

UPLAND/WATERFOWLER/
SPORTING FIREARM

$20
each

Tickets

Retail Value:
$1900.00Benelli M2

12ga. Semi Automatic Shotgun
Black Synthetic Comfortech stock, 21" barrel, 5 choke tubes,

fitted hard case.

One lucky winner will receive both firearms!



A RAFFLE THAT HELPS

EDUCATE
ALBERTANS
ON THE
IMPORTANCE
OF PROTECTING
THE PLACES &
WILDLIFE
WE ALL LOVE
PURCHASE YOUR TICKETS TODAY!
ONLINE 100for100.aheia.com

OR AT OUR CALGARY AND EDMONTON OFFICES:
Calgary Conservation Centre for Excellence
911 Sylvester Crescent SW, Calgary, Alberta  T2W 0R8
PHONE 1.866.852.4342
Edmonton Conservation Centre for Excellence
#88, 4003 - 98 Street, Edmonton, Alberta  T6E 6M8
PHONE 1.866.282.4342

TOGETHER,
WE COULD

ALL WIN BIG

100 PRIZES WORTH A COMBINED
MINIMUM OF $100,000!

TICKETS ARE $100 EACH,
AND ONLY 5,000 WILL BE PRINTED.

ALL WINNING TICKETS WILL
BE RETURNED TO THE DRAW

FOR A CHANCE TO
WIN REMAINING PRIZES!

TICKET DEADLINE AUGUST 28, 2020

EARLY BIRD DRAW JULY 17, 2020

FINAL DRAWS SEPTEMBER 1, 2020

THANK YOU
IT’S BECAUSE OF GENEROUS SPONSORS LIKE THE

ONES BELOW THAT WE ARE ABLE TO OFFER RAFFLES
LIKE 100 FOR $100 TO SUPPORT OUR IMPORTANT WORK.

PROUD SPONSORS

INDIVIDUAL SPONSORS
Bob & Carla Gruszecki - Scott Price - Tom Foss - Les Guzowski - David Scott - Eric MolandBob & Carla Gruszecki - Scott Price - Tom Foss - Les Guzowski - David Scott - Eric Moland

Bruce Strand - Dale Johnson - Don Jensen - Ed Anderson Art - Bob MerkleyBruce Strand - Dale Johnson - Don Jensen - Ed Anderson Art - Bob Merkley
Golden Moments Giftware - Sandy Hrycyk - Harold Fukuda - Jack & Brenda SteensonGolden Moments Giftware - Sandy Hrycyk - Harold Fukuda - Jack & Brenda Steenson

Mike Paplawski - John Moland - Glen Rumpel - TA Ferguson & Associates - Dave PowellMike Paplawski - John Moland - Glen Rumpel - TA Ferguson & Associates - Dave Powell

CALGARY
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ALBERTA FISHING
EDUCATION PROGRAM

ANOTHER IN OUR SERIES OF OUTDOOR EDUCATION COURSES

This program offers a comprehensive educational experience.

Divided into eight modules plus a final exam, the course may be taken
online or in a classroom format taught by AHEIA certified instructors.

Course modules include:

ALBERTA FISHING REGULATIONS AND MANAGEMENT
IDENTIFICATION OF ALBERTA GAME FISH

FISHING EQUIPMENT • FISHING TECHNIQUES
PREPARING AND COOKING YOUR CATCH

SAFETY WHILE FISHING
ETHICAL BEHAVIOUR

LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES

CONTACT US TODAY
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

AHEIA Calgary

1-866-852-4342
AHEIA Edmonton

1-866-282-4342
www.aheia.com

Beginning April 1, 2020.

$980
Daily

A hard copy of

Fishing Regulations Summary -
Mountain National Parks

in Alberta and British Columbia
will be provided with each permit.

Permits will be valid in
the following National Parks:

Jasper, Banff, Yoho, Kootenay or
Mount Revelstoke, Glacier or Waterton Lakes.

Note: Does not include National Parks
entrance Day Pass or Discovery Pass.

$3430
Annual

Valid April 1, 2020 - March 31, 2021

 

 AHEIA Calgary AHEIA Edmonton
 911 Sylvester Crescent SW #88, 4003 - 98 Street

or
Pick up your

fishing permits 
today at:

 ALBERTA
 

ALBERTA
 H

U 
HU N N T T 

EDUCATION 

EDUCATION 

ER  
ER  

INSTRUCTORS' ASSOC. INSTRUCTORS' ASSOC. 

AHEIA’s Calgary and EdmontonAHEIA’s Calgary and Edmonton
offices are sellingoffices are selling

National Park AnnualNational Park Annual

Daily Fishing PermitsDaily Fishing Permits
andand

AHEIA’s Calgary and Edmonton
offices are selling

National Park Annual

Daily Fishing Permits
and

www.aheia.com

3

Visual identification

important Notes:

1. You must not use the Transport Canada logo. You may use the following symbols for the  
purposes identified below, if they are no more than 50% the space used for your name or logo.  
(Note: a logo is the combination of the course provider name and graphics.)  

2. Do not use the actual images presented here. Transport Canada will provide you with images in other 
file formats for your use.

3. You may use this symbol—along with your name, on banners and panels, billboards, web banner  
ads and all other promotional materials—to identify yourself as an accredited course provider.  

4. You may use this symbol to show that Transport Canada has approved the content of your Boating  
Safety Course Manual.

5. You may use this symbol to show that Transport Canada has approved the content of your Online  
Study Guide.

[100 %]

Accredited / Agréé

Content 
approved 

Contenu 
approuvé/ 

Content 
approved 

Contenu 
approuvé/ 

COURSE PROVIDER NAME  
or LOGO

Accredited / Agréé

[50 %]

Example of logo size compared to 
size of the course provider name.

AHEIA Calgary

1-866-852-4342
AHEIA Edmonton

1-866-282-4342
Contact us today

for more
information: or

Are you interested in obtaining your

Pleasure Craft Operator Card?
Now Available Online at

www.albertaboatsafety.com

This card is valid nationwide!
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Get Ready to Go Boating

Keeping You and Your Boat Safe

By Allan Orr   

ith the summer sea-
son almost here, 

many of us will want 
to get out on the water to 

enjoy our favourite activities 
like boating, water-skiing, 
tubing, or fishing, among
others. Previous articles have
looked at safety equipment 
required by law and com-
mon sense for the boat and 
the people in it.

This time we will look at what you should do to 
get ready to head out on the water the first time 
of the season and each time. AHEIA is all about 
safety and this article will be based on having 
a safe experience in, on and around the water.

Planning and Preparation
There is a lot to think about and to do before you 
take your boat out for the first time. Is it in good 
working order? Do you have all the necessary 
safety equipment for the boat and for the people 
in it? Are there any new boating restrictions or 
other legal requirements that you need to brush 
up on?

Mechanical Check
• Your boat must be structurally sound and wa-

tertight. It is up to you as the owner and/or the 
driver to ensure that your boat is seaworthy. 
Even if you are driving someone else’s boat 
you are responsible for making sure that it is 
safe to operate. Doing a cursory check around 
the outside of the boat while it’s on the trailer 
may uncover a crack in the hull or transom, 
either of which could be serious enough to 
keep it off the water. Check the propeller for 
cracks or dings or even missing pieces. If you 
find any of these or other problems, be sure 
to have them fixed by a licenced marine me-
chanic prior to putting it in the water.

• You will also want to check to ensure your en-
gine works properly. Some people put the leg 
into a large barrel full of water or wait until it is 

Allan Orr
Assistant Conservation
Education Coordinator

A.H.E.I.A. Red Deer - South

in the lake to test the motor. This is unneces-
sary if you have a set of flushers which supply 
water from a garden hose to the engine. The 
water acts as a coolant and, even more impor-
tantly, a lubricant for some parts of the engine. 
Starting your engine without a source of water 
(especially for the first time of the year) can 
damage the small, rather delicate impeller fins 
which pump water through the engine and the 
leg. This is the stream of water you see shoot-
ing out the back of the motor when it is run-
ning. Starting the motor when dry can rip these 
fins off, necessitating an expensive repair.

There are many other items which can be 
checked at the beginning of the year. Consult 
your owners’ manual to ensure you are covering 
everything the manufacturer recommends.

Safety Equipment
Before each trip be sure that your boat is prop-
erly equipped with the required safety equip-
ment and that it is easily accessible. If anything is 
missing or damaged, replace it before you head 
out on the water.

• Flotation Devices

 ➤ Federal legislation requires each boat to 
have on board enough flotation devices 
(lifejackets or PFDs) for each person on 
board. These must be of the proper size 
(i.e. must fit) and in good condition (i.e. 
must work). To check these factors, have 
each passenger put on a device and make 
sure it fits properly and will not pull up over 
their head if they end up in the water. 

	 ➤ You can test the fit by walking into chest-
deep water and bring your knees to your 
chest, thereby forcing the flotation device 
to keep you afloat. If it slips over your 
shoulders and does not keep your head 
above water, it is likely too big. Also check 
the jacket for rips and tears and that all fas-
teners (zippers, clips, etc.) are working. 

• Vessel Safety Equipment

A variety of safety equipment must be on each 
vessel while it’s on the water. This equipment 

varies according to the size, the use, and the 
method of propulsion of that vessel. Basic 
safety equipment consists of:

	 ➤ A sound-making device (a whistle works 
for most boats in Alberta  —attach one 
to each life jacket). A pealess whistle is 
strongly recommended, as it will work un-
der most weather conditions.

	 ➤ A light that shines or can shine in all di-
rections. If your boat does not have an 
all-round white light, a flashlight will work 
in most cases. You must have a working 
light in low-light conditions such as fog or 
at dusk, dark, or dawn.

	 ➤ A bailing pail will help you get water out of 
your boat should it spring a leak, or you hit 
a series of big waves. 

	 ➤ A buoyant heaving line can save someone 
else’s life. It is your responsibility to do eve-
rything you can to help someone who is 
in distress on the water. Having a buoyant 
heaving line could do that.

	 ➤ A fire extinguisher is a must on any vessel 
with an internal combustion engine or a 
gas (propane, etc.) stove onboard. Be sure 
the fire extinguisher is rated for chemical 
and electrical fires. Look for an ABC rating 
on a five- or 10-pound extinguisher and 
learn how to use it.

There is more safety equipment available and 
required for different vessels, but those are the 
five basics.

Before You Go
As with most things, planning and preparation 
for an adventure on the water can help ensure a 
safe and enjoyable time. Here are a few sugges-
tions to consider as you plan your trip.

File a Trip Plan
A trip plan can save you if you have trouble on 
the water. It is merely a written account of where 
you plan to go, what you are driving and who 
you are with. You can find several templates on-
line, but at the least they should contain:

• Owner/Driver name and cellphone number.

• Vessel number and physical description in-
cluding size, colour, type of engine, and any 
distinguishing features.

• Number, type, and colour of lifejackets/PFDs.

• Date and time of departure.

• Destination, any planned stops, expected 
time of arrival, and expected time of return.

• Number and names of others on board and 
their cellphone numbers.

Be sure to leave the trip plan with a responsible 
person and to close the trip plan by contacting 
them when you return. Failure to do so could 
cause them to contact authorities who may initi-
ate an unnecessary search and rescue mission.

Check Weather and Water Conditions
• In Alberta, as in most provinces, weather can 

change quickly. A storm can suddenly show 
up on an otherwise warm and sunny day. In 
fact, one should expect daytime heating to 
bring some sort of cloud and potential rain 
activity later in the day. Be sure to know what 
kind of weather to expect and, above all, keep 
an eye on the conditions. If you see chang-
ing weather conditions such as a build up of 
clouds, or a sudden increase in wind speed, 
you should consider heading to shore. 

• Water levels do not change as much as 
weather, but a boater needs to be aware 
that changes may occur. Rivers will swell 
with spring run off, particularly those nearer 
the mountains, and this will occur at different 
times of the spring depending on where you 
are. Be sure you know what the water levels 
are prior to leaving home. Too high or too low 
of levels may mean that your boating experi-
ence will have to wait for better conditions.

• Changing water levels can expose or hide 
potential hazards. A rock that you may have 
boated over many times could suddenly be 
close enough to the surface to damage your 
engine if the water level lowers enough. Ex-
cessively high water can bring debris from 
shore into the water and cause hazards par-

ticularly in forested areas where downed trees 
can be brought into the water. Also rocks that 
may have been visible at one time may now 
be hidden and can become dangerous.

Fuel Your Boat Safely
There are a couple of considerations when 
fueling your boat. Firstly, are you adding fuel in 
a safe and legal manner, and secondly are you 
taking enough fuel with you for the trip.

• Fueling Your Boat
	 ➤ Fueling a boat with a fixed fuel tank can be 

hazardous. Be sure to turn off the ignition 
and all electrical components. Close all 
doors and windows (if so equipped) and 
extinguish any open flames, including pilot 
lights. Only the people necessary for refu-
eling should be on the boat at that time. If 
possible, load your boat on its trailer and 
refuel it on shore. If you have an inboard 
engine, be sure to run the engine com-
partment blower for at least four minutes 
between refueling and starting the engine. 
This will ensure that no flammable fumes 
are ignited.

	 ➤ Fueling a boat with removable tanks is eas-
ier on one hand and more difficult on the 
other. By Federal law, removable tanks must 
be removed from the boat and refilled on-
shore. This does not mean on a dock or any 
other structure on or over the water. The 
tanks must be completely on shore to avoid 
spilling fuel into the water. The upside is 
that there is no need to turn off all electrical 
equipment nor extinguish any pilot lights, 
etc. Just bring your empty tanks on shore, fill 
them, and have your teenage son carry them

  back to the boat. Hey—it worked for me!

• Fuel Rule of Thirds
	 ➤ You should always have considerably more 

fuel on board than you think you will need. 
You could get lost, a sudden storm could 
come up or you could run into mechani-
cal trouble and drift away from your des-
tination, or you could get lost, all meaning 
that you could use more fuel than you had 
originally planned on.

	 ➤ Estimate how much fuel you will need to 
get to your destination, then double that 
to determine your minimum fuel needs. 
Take that number and divide it in half to 
give you a reasonable safety margin. You 
will find that you have allotted one third of 
your fuel supply for the trip out, one third 
for the trip back, and you have one third 
left in reserve. If you are not sure of how 
much you will use, estimate high!

On the Water
Even with all the planning and preparation you 
have done, it is still important to consider a few 
things once on the water, or just prior to being 
on the water.

Load Your Boat Safely
Every boat should have a compliance plate 
(sometimes called a capacity plate) attached to 
it. Be sure to understand how to read it. It will tell 
you the manufacturer’s recommended maximum 
loads of people and of cargo, including fuel and 
other equipment. Exceeding these recommen-
dations is dangerous and could put you and your 
passengers in jeopardy. Distribute the weight of 
passengers and of cargo as evenly and as low 
in the boat as possible. An overloaded or unbal-
anced boat can more easily take on water which 
could cause it to sink, or at least become sub-
merged. Waves that would not normally affect 
the boat could swamp one that is overloaded.

Conduct a Passenger Briefing
• All passengers should be briefed on life-

jacket/PFD use and location. AHEIA recom-
mends that everyone in a boat wear some 
sort of life-saving device at all times.

• Tell and/or show your passengers where the 
emergency equipment (first aid kit, fire extin-
guisher, etc.) is and how to access it.

• Advise them that they are not to move around, 
but if necessary, to stay low on the centerline 
and to keep their arms, legs, and any other 
appendages inside the boat at all times.

• Passengers should be aware of what is going 
on around them and be advised of the pos-
sible effects of sun, wind, alcohol, and the 
boat’s motion. They should also be advised to 
be on the look-out for hazards in the water or 
changes in weather.

Alcohol and Boating
The consumption of alcohol on a boat is consid-
ered to be the same as in a vehicle. The driver 
could be charged for driving under the influence 
and anyone with open alcohol could be charged. 
Stay safe and enjoy your boat, but leave the al-
cohol on shore.

For more information on safe boating, check out

AHEIA’s Pleasure Craft Operator Training
online training program at

www.aheia.com
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Conservation
Education

Points of Contact
Calgary

Conservation Education
Centre For Excellence

911 Sylvester Cr. SW
Calgary, AB T2W 0R8
Phone: 403-252-8474

1-866-852-4342
Fax: 403-252-3770
info@aheia.com

Edmonton
Conservation Education
Centre For Excellence

#88, 4003 - 98 Street
Edmonton, AB T6E 6M8

Phone: 780-466-6682
1-866-282-4342

Fax: 780-431-2871
edmontoninfo@aheia.com

Alford Lake
Conservation Education
Centre For Excellence

Box 369
Caroline, AB T0M 0M0
Phone: 403-722-2423

Fax: 403-722-2445
alfordlake@xplornet.com

A.H.E.I.A.
Calgary Firearms Centre
242 Avenue & 32 Street SW

DeWinton, AB T0L 0X0
Phone: 403-256-0665

www.aheia.com

•
Conservation

Education
Programs

Alberta Conservation & Hunter Education
Alberta Fishing Education
First Time Hunter Program

Home Study Program
Canadian Firearms Safety Course

Outdoor Camp Programs
Outdoor Women’s Seminar

Outdoor Youth Seminar
Wildlife Seminars
Fishing Seminars

Pleasure Craft Operator Training

If you catch a Prussian carp,  
keep it and kill it. Do not release it.  
Then call the Hotline 1-855-336-BOAT. 
Never release fish from your aquarium  
or pond.

24 HOURS
The amount of 
time prussian 
carp can survive 
out of the water.

Females can 
spawn up to three 
times in one year, 
making them 
prolific invaders.

3X

Alberta was the first jurisdiction 
in North America to have an 
invasive Prussian carp and can 
be found around the main stem 
and tributaries of the Bow, 
Rosebud, Red Deer and South 
Saskatchewan Rivers.

It is not known what caused 
the invasion of “wild goldfish”, 
however it is suspected to have 
been intentionally released.?

Prussian carp impact native fish 
populations by out-competing them 
for food and habitat, as well as 
spreading disease and pathogens.

Intentional release of 
invasive species is illegal 
and could lead to jail time 
and/or substantial fines.

Once established, 
they can be very 
difficult to get  
rid of.

Prussian Carp 
CARASSIUS GIBELIO 

DON’T 
LET IT 
LOOSE

Pepper Moose Stir-Fry
1 pound moose tenderloin, cut in 2" strips
3 tablespoons peanut or canola oil 1/4 cup cornstarch
1/2 tablespoon white pepper 6 tablespoons soy sauce
1 medium green pepper, julienned 1/4 cup white vinegar 
1 medium sweet red pepper, julienned 2 tablespoons sugar
1 tablespoon fresh ginger, minced 2 cloves garlic, minced
1 green onion, sliced 1 medium onion, sliced fine

In a small bowl combine cornstarch, sugar, soy sauce, vinegar, white 
pepper, ginger, garlic and green onion. Pour half of the mixture into a 
large Ziploc bag; add moose. Seal bag and turn and massage to coat. 
Refrigerate for 2 hours.

Cover remaining marinade and refrigerate.

Drain and discard marinade from the moose. Heat oil in a large skillet or wok to medium 
high. Stir-fry moose, peppers and onions for 4-6 minutes or until the moose meat is no 
longer pink.

Stir reserved marinade prior to adding it to the skillet or wok. Bring to a boil and cook and 
stir for 1-2 minutes until well coated and thickened. 

Serve with rice.

This recipe also works well with other wild game meat.

Len Gransch
Program Coordinator

AHEIA Red Deer - North

Snow Goose in Sweet Chili Sauce
1 skinless, boneless goose breast (8 ounces), cut in 1/8" slices
1/4 cup olive oil 1 small Vidalia or other sweet onion, diced
2 teaspoons garlic, minced Salt and pepper to taste
1/4 cup sweet Thai chili sauce 1/4 cup parsley, chopped
1 teaspoon dry ginger 

Season goose breast with salt and pepper and set aside.

Heat olive oil in a large skillet over medium heat. Add onion and garlic and cook and stir for 
2 minutes. Add seasoned goose breast and cook for 2 minutes. Flip and continue cooking 
until the meat is evenly browned, about 2 minutes more.

Pour chili sauce over the goose, add ginger, stir and reduce heat to medium low. Stir well.

Cook at a simmer until the chili sauce thickens in about 3 minutes.

Top with parsley and serve immediately over cooked white rice.

Enjoy!

with Len Gransch

Great Meals
from the

Harvest

If you catch a Prussian carp,  
keep it and kill it. Do not release it.  
Then call the Hotline 1-855-336-BOAT. 
Never release fish from your aquarium  
or pond.

24 HOURS
The amount of 
time prussian 
carp can survive 
out of the water.

Females can 
spawn up to three 
times in one year, 
making them 
prolific invaders.

3X

Alberta was the first jurisdiction 
in North America to have an 
invasive Prussian carp and can 
be found around the main stem 
and tributaries of the Bow, 
Rosebud, Red Deer and South 
Saskatchewan Rivers.

It is not known what caused 
the invasion of “wild goldfish”, 
however it is suspected to have 
been intentionally released.?

Prussian carp impact native fish 
populations by out-competing them 
for food and habitat, as well as 
spreading disease and pathogens.

Intentional release of 
invasive species is illegal 
and could lead to jail time 
and/or substantial fines.

Once established, 
they can be very 
difficult to get  
rid of.

Prussian Carp 
CARASSIUS GIBELIO 

DON’T 
LET IT 
LOOSE



This comprehensive, easy-to-use online program
covers important topics, including:

➤ Bighorn Sheep
➤ Dall’s Sheep
➤ Stone Sheep
➤ Desert Sheep
➤ Bighorn Sheep Physiology (Head)
➤ Bighorn Sheep Physiology (Body)
➤ Habits and Lifestyle
➤ Harvest Strategy
➤ Shoot or Don’t Shoot?
➤ Legal Requirements
➤ Tagging and Registration
➤ Physical Fitness for Sheep
➤ Evidence of Sex, Species, Class
➤ Hunting Preparations for Sheep
➤ Hunting Equipment
➤ Exam

BIGHORN SHEEP
ESSENTIALS

Take Your Courseand Final Exam Online!Now Available atwww.aheia.comOnly $14.99!

AHEIA Calgary

1-866-852-4342
AHEIA Edmonton

1-866-282-4342
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Get your answers here!

www.albertafirearmfacts.com

Firearms
Questions?

 

The Alberta Hunter Education
Instructors’ Association

would like to thank

Wildlife Habitat Canada

The Outdoor Youth Camps & Seminar
The Outdoor Bound Mentorship Program

The Outdoor Women’s Program

These projects are undertaken with the
financial support of Wildlife Habitat Canada.

Wildlife Habitat Canada is a non-profit, conservation organization 
that conserves habitat, primarily by investing the funds from the 
sale of the Canadian Wildlife Habitat Conservation Stamp and 
Print program contributed by waterfowl hunters. Since 1985, we 
have provided over $50 million in grants to more than 1,500 habitat 
conservation projects across Canada, which have helped safeguard 
important ecosystems and countless wild species. To learn more, 
please visit www.whc.org.

Without habitat ... there is no wildlife.

Making Wildlife and Fish Part of the
Value System of all Albertans.

WWee  bbeelliieevvee  yyoouutthh  aarree  tthhee    
ffuuttuurree  ooff  tthhee  sshhoooottiinngg  ssppoorrttss..  

WWee  aarree  ddooiinngg  oouurr  ppaarrtt  ttoo    
pprreesseerrvvee  oouurr  ffuuttuurree..  

Come to the AA..HH..EE..II..AA..    CCaallggaarryy  FFiirreeaarrmmss  CCeennttrree  and  
receive expert instruction in the  

safe and responsible use of SSHHOOTTGGUUNNSS.  
 

Book your training event  at the 
AA..HH..EE..II..AA..  CCaallggaarryy  FFiirreeaarrmmss  CCeennttrree  

242 Avenue & 32 Street SW, DeWinton, AB 
(440033))225566--00666655  ••WWWWWW..AAHHEEIIAA..CCOOMM 
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FREE SHIPPINGon Canadian orders over
$99*

100%  OWNED – SINCE 1975

 THEFISHINHOLECANADA    THEFISHINHOLECA

Get your 2020 
Summer Fishing 
Catalogue FREE 

Visit us at thefishinhole.comthefishinhole.com 
or call 1.800.661.6954
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Field Care of Your Knife:

Sharpening

“As a knife dulls, it becomes an unsafe and ineffective tool.”

By Chuck Strong      

imply put, field care
of your knife is main-

taining the edge on
  your knife so that it 

doesn’t become dull to the 
point that it is no longer ef-
fective for the task at hand 
and you need to actually 
take the time to fully sharp-
en the knife.

Sharp knives are actually 
safer to use than dull ones. 
Dull knives force you to ap-

ply more pressure to achieve the cut you want, 
and pressing down harder can cause the knife 
to slip. So, not only do you cut yourself, but you 
cut yourself worse because you were applying 
more force to the knife. A sharp knife is also less 
tiring to use than a dull knife and makes cleaner, 
more accurate cuts. As a knife dulls, it becomes 
an unsafe and ineffective tool.

As a blade dulls, the harder it will be to re-
sharpen to a fine edge. The reason that a knife 
dulls is that the thin metal or wire on the cutting 
edge bends and begins to roll. Keep using the 
knife as it dulls, and small bits of metal actually 
begin to break off and chip away. The more this 
happens, the more work it will require to get the 
blade back to a sharp edge. Dressing out your 
deer, filleting your fish or doing camp chores 
with a knife that’s getting dull is not only labour 
intensive it is also unsafe. The good news is that 
it’s really easy to maintain your knife in the field. 
All that is required is taking a minute or two and 
applying some very simple techniques while 
employing the use of any number of the in-field 
sharpeners that are available today. 

I typically like to carry three lightweight and easy 
to use sharpeners in my day pack or tackle box.

The first is a very small handheld device that 
uses carbide and ceramic notches to sharpen 
and hone the blade. Their strength is their small 
size and simplicity. You can keep it in your day-
pack or a pocket. You then simply pull the blade 
through each notch a few times, starting with 
the carbide notch and progressing to the ce-
ramic notch to touch up the edge. The only issue 
with these is that they have a set angle to the 
carbide or ceramic inserts, so if your blade was 
not originally sharpened at those angles they will 
not work well and may change the angle of your 
edge, making your knife difficult to resharpen.

Chuck Strong
Assistant

Program Coordinator
A.H.E.I.A. - Edmonton

Next on my list of must haves that I use a lot is a 
diamond round steel (EZE Lap, or Lansky) that I 
carry with me every time I go out. It is collapsible 
and fits easily into your daypack or pocket. It is 
very easy to use and is quite similar to the steel 
you used back home when you sharpened your 
knives before you left on your trip. Use just as 
you would your kitchen steel, a few swipes in 
each direction will bring back the edge quickly. 
I may use the diamond steel two to four times 
during the course of dressing out a deer. The 

idea is to keep an edge so that you can complete 
your task safely and with minimal effort.

The other sharpener that is always in my day 
pack is a very versatile tool and will not only help 
you keep an edge as you work, but you can also 
use it to sharpen your knives if they start get-
ting dull from nicks and chips on the edge that 
can happen when hitting bone or hard objects 
during strenuous use. The Work Sharp Field 
Sharpener. Again, this sharpener is easy to use 
and will fit nicely in your daypack. You can use 
it to keep an edge by giving your blade a few 
strokes on the fine sharpening plate followed by 
a few strokes on the ceramic rod. If you maintain 
a 20° edge on your knives, this tool also has built 

in 20° guides for those of us that have a hard 
time holding a consistent angle when sharpen-
ing knives. If the need arises, you can do a full 
sharpen of your knife by starting off with the 
coarse diamond plate, followed by the fine plate, 
then the ceramic rod. You can also use this field 
sharpener to touch up your fish hooks or broad-
head arrows.

Last, but not least, if I have neglected the edge 
on my knife to the point that I have to restore 
the edge, I will carry a pocket-sized, two-sided 
stone or a small Arkansas stone. You should not 
have to use a stone if you maintain the edge on 
your knife as you use it. I only carry these to use 
in an emergency. Use the pocket stones if you 
need to and have the time to use them properly. 
Use them as you would your larger, conventional 
style stones that you have at home.

On a final note, whichever field sharpening tool 
you happen to pick, make sure that it does not re-
move noticeable flakes of steel. These style sharp-
eners will ruin your blade. I would advise that you 
practice with your new sharpeners on a cheap 
blade so that you become comfortable with their 
use before using them on your good knives.

Keep your knife sharp and it will last a lifetime,
never letting you down.

Skunk Smell
Removal Potion

AHEIA’s Alford Lake Conservation Education Centre for Ex-
cellence camp manager, Al Bernhard, heard from the Alberta 
Trappers Association of an effective “potion” that can be used 
to remove the smell of skunk if your pet should get sprayed 
by one. Supposedly it has been tried with great success so 
here is the recipe:

¼ cup baking soda
1 tablespoon of dish soap (Dawn brand works well)
1 litre of 3% hydrogen peroxide (available at any pharmacy)

Steps:
• Do not mix ingredients in advance. Mix only when needed.
• Gently rub the mixture in your pet’s fur, avoiding eyes, ears and mouth.
• Do not leave mixture on the fur for too long as peroxide can bleach fur.
• Rinse pet thoroughly.
• Wash your pet with a regular pet shampoo and the smell should now be gone.

VISIT AHEIA’S
ONLINE STORE

NOW AT

AHEIA.COM
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Quick links

Home Catalog

Newsletter

SUBSCRIBE

FILTER BY SORT BY 21 products

AHEIA Camo Hat
$15.00

AHEIA Clock
$99.99

AHEIA Cloth - Firearms Cloth
$6.00

AHEIA Cloth - Silicone Gun
and Reel
$6.00

AHEIA Combination Trigger
Lock
$15.00

AHEIA Deerskin Gloves -
Uninsulated
$30.00

AHEIA FireKnife
$40.00

AHEIA Fishing Lure
$5.00

Email address

All products Alphabetically, A-Z
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Box 5021, Station “A”, Calgary, Alberta T2H 1X1
Phone 403-995-9600  Fax 403-995-9920  Toll Free 888-602-3777

www.pfcalgary.ca
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TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS DISCOUNT AHEIA MEMBERS SIMPLY NEED TO SHOW THEIR AHEIA MEMBERSHIP CARD.

EXCLUSIVE DISCOUNT FOR AHEIA MEMBERS

Available at

highcaliberproducts.com • info@ctrca.com

4840-52 ST. SE, CALGARY • 403.444.2877
10456-170 ST., EDMONTON • 780.444.0829

AHEIA Members will now receive a

15% DISCOUNT
ON REGULAR PRICED ITEMS
Not applicable to sale items or equipment priced as Net Price.

Discount cannot be combined with other discounts or promotions. 

IN-STORE PURCHASES ONLY AT EITHER
THE CALGARY OR EDMONTON LOCATIONS

KNIVES, CASING, PACKAGING, SPICES,
SMOKERS, CLASSES AND MORE!

Would You Like to be Published in

Conservation
Education?

If you, or someone you know, has an article of outdoors educational content or subject matter re-
lated to Conservation Education in Alberta that you would like us to publish in a future edition of our 
magazine, we would be happy to hear from you. Articles of approximately 1,000 words with accom-
panying pictures are ideal. We also encourage readers to alert us to news for possible publication.

Contact David Dolph at daviddolph@aheia.com for additional information.

 

Discounts for  
AHEIA Members 

AHEIA has partnered with our corporate sponsors to bring     
discounts to our valued members: 

Aylmer Lake Lodge 
Backroad Mapbooks 

Camper's Village 
CTOMS (Canadian Tactical & Operational Medical Solutions) 

Dryshod Waterproof Footwear 
High Caliber Products 

Len Thomson Custom Lures 

Mark's 
Performance Cycle and Auto 

Temple Fork Outfitters Canada 
The CasePlace 

U-Haul Centres 
William Evans English Country Clothing 

Please visit our website often for discount details and  
new offers: aheia.com 

If you know of a company willing to offer discounts to our     
members and the hardest working volunteers around, please let 
us know!  

Please visit our sponsors and thank them for supporting our 
cause. Without their support and yours, Conservation Education 
in Alberta could not exist. Thanks for helping make wildlife and 
wild places be part of the value system of over 100,000  students 
annually. 



DID YOU KNOW
WE SELL SHOTGUNS
AT THE CALGARY FIREARMS CENTRE

242 Avenue and 32 Street, DeWinton, Alberta242 Avenue and 32 Street, DeWinton, Alberta

?

We have a wide variety of shotguns for all abilities and budgets!We have a wide variety of shotguns for all abilities and budgets!

Try it out on our range before you buy!  Ask one of our staff for more information.Try it out on our range before you buy!  Ask one of our staff for more information.

CUSTOM SHOTGUN FITTING
AND ADJUSTMENTS

(Where possible)(Where possible)

WITH YOUR PURCHASE
We will work with you and let you testWe will work with you and let you test

your new shotgun to ensure it is right for you!your new shotgun to ensure it is right for you!

$150VALUED AT

$

Every new shotgun purchase comes withEvery new shotgun purchase comes with

1 BOX OF AA TRACKER
AMMUNITION

to assist you with being comfortableto assist you with being comfortable
with your new firearm.with your new firearm.

A $15 VALUE!
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CALGARY FIREARMS CENTRECALGARY FIREARMS CENTRE

WOMEN’SWOMEN’S
SHOTGUNSHOTGUN
LEAGUESLEAGUES

SUMMER 2020 SESSIONSUMMER 2020 SESSION
July 8, 15, 22, 29, August 5, 12

FALL 2020 SESSIONFALL 2020 SESSION
September 2, 9, 16, 23, 30

Cost is $60.00 per session
($50.00 for Fall session)

Firearms rental, eye and ear protection included.
AHEIA membership is required and, if necessary,

can be purchased onsite, online, or at an AHEIA office.
No firearms licence required.

Coaching provided by certified shotgun instructors.
Targets and ammunition will be sold at member pricing.

Shooting starts at 6:00 pm.

Sessions held at the

CALGARY FIREARMS CENTRECALGARY FIREARMS CENTRE
242 Avenue and 32 Street SW, DeWinton, AB

www.AHEIA.com/calgaryfirearmscentre

To register or for more information
contact Allan Orr at allan@aheia.com, or phone

403.252.8474403.252.8474

CALGARY FIREARMS CENTRE

WOMEN’SWOMEN’S
SHOTGUNSHOTGUN
LEAGUESLEAGUES

ALL ABILITIES WELCOME
INCLUDING THOSE WHO HAVE NEVER

HELD A GUN BEFORE!

CALGARY FIREARMS CENTRECALGARY FIREARMS CENTRE

YOUTHYOUTH
SHOTGUNSHOTGUN
LEAGUESLEAGUES

SUMMER 2020 SESSIONSUMMER 2020 SESSION
July 8, 15, 22, 29, August 5, 12

FALL 2020 SESSIONFALL 2020 SESSION
September 2, 9, 16, 23, 30

No target or rental charges.
Firearms rental, eye and ear protection included.

No firearms licence required.
Coaching provided by certified shotgun instructors.

Ammunition will be sold at member pricing.

Shooting starts at 6:00 pm.

Sessions held at the

CALGARY FIREARMS CENTRECALGARY FIREARMS CENTRE
242 Avenue and 32 Street SW, DeWinton, AB

www.AHEIA.com/calgaryfirearmscentre

To register or for more information
contact Allan Orr at allan@aheia.com, or phone

403.252.8474403.252.8474

CALGARY FIREARMS CENTRE

YOUTHYOUTH
SHOTGUNSHOTGUN
LEAGUESLEAGUES

ALL ABILITIES WELCOME
INCLUDING THOSE WHO HAVE NEVER

HELD A GUN BEFORE!
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Return Undeliverable Canadian Addresses to:

A.H.E.I.A.
911 Sylvester Crescent S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2W 0R8

Email: info@aheia.com
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